PUBLIC NOTICE

PURCHASING AGENCY: Saint Cloud State University

TITLE: Research/Survey Designing Platform Software

REFERENCE #: 21600212022020

RESPONSE TO THIS SOLICITATION IS DUE NO LATER THAN 12-17-2020 AT 2:00 PM Central Time

SHIP TO INFORMATION: Email Only
Saint Cloud State University
ATTN: Ted Mears-Director of Purchasing
ejmears@stcloudstate.edu
720 4th Ave South
Saint Cloud, MN 56301

NOTES: This is a single source posting notification; there are no solicitation documents. St. Cloud State University intends to enter into 12 month maintenance and support agreement with optional four additional 12 month terms with Qualtrics. St. Cloud State has used Qualtrics for many years. Qualtrics provides the first level of support for the software/services below:

RS Core (Unlimited) (Unlimited)
Additional Custom Theme : 2
API
Offline App
SMS Surveys
Advanced Question Types
Stats iQ
Included Users: Unlimited
Included Branded URL
Custom Theme
SSO

The integration of the software products into a cohesive set of applications has been designed specifically for the St. Cloud State University. For this reason, this new contract/agreement has been deemed a single source due to inability to receive the mandatory support from a 3rd party vendor and the previous use/success to this University. If anyone has any concerns regarding this single source opportunity you must contact Ted Mears at ejmears@stcloudstate.edu before 12-17-2020 AT 2:00PM Central Time. Note: All correspondence must include reference number.